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Abstract 

 

Estimation of flow measurement is a significant perspective in the field of water driven designing. In aspects of fluid 

flow in pipes, different flow-meters are utilized for flow estimation, out of which venture-meter is most regularly 

utilized and traditional methods. Pipe conveying dregs loaded stream or slurry-water blend is basic in couple of 

enterprises. Appropriateness of flow-meters should be investigated for silt loaded flow. Because of the nearness of 

slurry or dregs, coefficient of discharge of flow fluctuates with Reynolds number [1], [2]. 
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Introduction 

In couple of mechanical cases, slurry flow that is a mixture of liquid and solid estimation is to be taken through the 

pipeline conveying diverse concentration of sediments over a long separation. Solid moved through the pipe lines are 

principally minerals, metals, residue and sand. Residue loaded liquid flow by and large makes a few issues in estimation 

of flow than liquid flow. Likewise the performance of pumps is influenced by silt present in liquid. In slurry transport 

the material is made to fine grain size and after that blended with fluid medium and afterward it is shipped through 

pipelines to any area [3], [4]. 

A venture-meter is a device used for measuring the rate of a flow of a fluid flowing through a pipe. It is based on the 

principle of the Bernoulli’s equation. Inside of the venture-meter a pressure-difference is created by reducing the cross-

sectional area of the flow passage. The pressure difference is measured by using a differential U-tube manometer. This 

pressure difference helps in the determination of rate of flow of fluid or discharge through the pipe line [5]. 

 

Result 

After going through the analysis, there are few points that make the venturi-meter a relevant flow measurement device. 

The venturi-meter usages provides reading of flow rate without any other device, the range of flow measurement 

experiments is a uniform scale and pressure loss at all the flow rate is fixed. 

Conclusion 

The venture-meter can be installed in large diameter pipes using flanged, welded or threaded-ended fittings.  It can be 
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used with most liquids, including those having high solid content. High accuracy, good pressure recovery, and 

resistance to abrasion are the primary advantages of the venture-meter. These are off-set, however, by considerably 

greater cost and space requirements than with the orifice and nozzle. 
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